The problems Sebhidri encountered at Geraalta are as follows:
On Megabit 22, 2011 (Ethiopian calendar), we held a public meeting, and people expressed
their thoughts in the meeting. Soon after, the local administrative authorities began
attacking the individuals who entertained ideas.






Following the incident, three leaders of Seb Hidri went to Tsigereda
in order to investigate what took place in that town; they spoke
with the attack victims and managed to figure out the details of the
attack.
They met one young person who was a coordinator of the meeting
and imprisoned due to a false witness.
They met another militia person who was charged with
participating in the meeting and was threatened with
imprisonment.
They met a woman who prepared coffee for the meeting participants and who
became a victim of imprisonment and physical attack.
They met an individual whose post as a leader of the Youth League was stripped off
by the local administrative cabinet; his crime as charged was that he coordinated the
Megabit 22 meeting
The people spoke that public services are delayed on purpose
Others said that they were promised town land grants before the meeting, but after
the meeting the authorities told them that they will get the lands in the wilderness.

At any rate, they observed that intensive campaign is being undertaken by the authorities in
order to frighten and subdue the people who attempted to speak out based on their
fundamental rights. This is really a gross violation of the constitution, human as well as
democratic rights.

ናይ ሎምዓንቲ ዉዕሎ ኣብ ገርዓልታ ዘጋጠመ ፀገም አብ መሪሕነት ሰብ ሕድሪ፤
፩)ብዕለት ፪፪ መጋቢት ፳፩፩ ህዝባዊ ዋዕላ ተካይድ ከምዝነበረ ይዝከር። ሰባት ኣብቲ ዋዕላ ተረኺቦም ዝመሰሎም
ተዛሪቦም። ድሕሪኡ ምምሕዳር ወረዳን እታ ኸተማን ነቶም ዝተዛረቡ ከጥቅዕዎም ጀሚሮም።
ነዚ ስዒቡ ፫ ኣመራርሓ ሰብ ሕድሪ ዝርከቦ ጉጅለ ብአይተ መሓሪ ዬሃንስ አቦ ወንበር ዠሃዘ ለምዓንቲ ናብ ፅገሬዳ
ተበጊሱ ክፃሪ ጀሚሩ፥
ንግዳያት ኣዛራሪቦም ዝረኸብዎ ዓይነታት ጥቕዓት፥
ብሸፈጥን ናይ ሕሶት ምስክር ዝተኣሰረ ኣብቲ ናይ ዕለት ፪፪ መጋቢት ዋዕላ መተሓባበሪ ዝነበረ መእንአሰይ
ረኺቦም – ነቲ ዋዕላ ተሓባቢርካ እኻ ብዝብል ምልሻ ዝነበረ ብረቱ ከተክብ ክሳብ ናይ መእሰርቲ ምፍርራሕ ዝበፅሖ
ረኺቦም – ኣብቲ ናይ ፪፪ መጋቢት ዋዕላ ብን ኣፍሊሕኺ ዝተብሃለት ንማእሰርትን መግረፍትን ዝተዳረገት ሰበይቲ
ረኺብም – ኣኼባ ፪፪ መጋቢት ኣተሓባቢርካ ተባሂሉ ካብ ስልጣኑ ብናይ ወረዳ ካቢነ ብዘይሕጋዊ መገዲ ክወርድ
ዝተገበረ ሓላፊ ሊግ መናእሰይ ጣብያ ፅጌረዳ ረኺቦም – ኣገልጉሎት ኮነ ተባሂሉ ይዶናገ ከምዘሎ ህዝቢ ይዛረብ –
ቅድሚ ኣኸባ መጋቢት ፪፪ መናእሰይ ናይ ከተማ መሬት ክትዕደሉ ኢኹም ተባሂሎም ዝነበሩ ድሕሪ ኣኼባ ኣብ በረኻ
ኢና ንህበኩም ዝብል ኣደራዕን ግፍዕን ወሪድና ከብሉ ይዛረቡ።
ኮታስ ኣብ ኣኼባ መሰሉ ተጠቒሙ ዝተዛረበ ህዝቢ ድሕሪኡ ክሽቕረርን ክደሃልን ሰፊሕ ስራሕቲ ይስራሕ ከምዘሎ
ተዓዚቦም። ከምዕዉን ብዘይ ሕጋዊ መንገዲ ንሰለስተ ሰዓታት አቤት መእሰርቲ ተወሲዶም እዚ ውፁእ ናይ ሕጊ
መንግስቲ ጥሕሰትን ግህሰት ሰብኣውን ዴሞክራስያውን መሰል እዩ።

